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In October 1778, with the Continental Army encamped outside British-occupied New

York City, George Washington and Benjamin Tallmadge masterminded what would

become the most successful and enduring espionage network of the war. It was

named the Culper Ring, an adaptation of Culpeper, the small Virginia community where

George Washington had worked as a surveyor in his youth. Though Washington had a

limited budget for espionage, he devoted nearly one-quarter of it to the Ring.
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Collecting intelligence on British forces in New York City and Long Island, the Culper

spies provided Washington with a wealth of secrets about British plans, unit strengths,

and defenses. The discoveries aided Washington’s efforts to keep the Continental

Army intact and bottle up large numbers of British soldiers in New York.

Letter between Culper Ring members, 1778
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Members of the Ring were subjected to intense British scrutiny, and though several

were arrested during the course of the war, not a single member was ever unmasked.

Existence of the spy ring was virtually unknown to the public until the discovery of

revealing correspondence in 1929.

Washington’s Premier Spies
Among the Culper Ring’s espionage successes was its foiling of a British

counterfeiting operation to weaken the young republic by devaluing Continental notes.

The British had even stolen reams of the paper used in the printing process, adding to

the perceived authenticity of the counterfeit dollars.

Ring members also alerted Washington about British plans in the summer of 1780 to

ambush 6,000 French soldiers arriving in Rhode Island to aid the Americans. The

British had been tipped off about the French landing by their own spy, Benedict Arnold.

After informing French allies of the impending attack, Washington ordered his

operatives to spread disinformation that he was preparing to raid New York. The British

took the bait, choosing to defend the city rather than attack the arriving French forces.

This would not be the last time Washington used deception to hobble his adversaries;

he later convinced the British of an impending attack on New York City, thus preventing

British forces there from reinforcing the garrison in Yorktown, Virginia.

In perhaps its crowning achievement, the Ring obtained a copy of the British naval

codes in 1781, providing the French Navy with a profound advantage against the

British fleet during the Battle of the Chesapeake that year. The French sea victory was

instrumental to Washington’s siege of the British Army at Yorktown, hastening an end

to the war.

https://www.intel.gov/evolution-of-espionage/revolutionary-war/british-espionage/benedict-arnold
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Culper Ring Members
The Ring consisted of core agents with

numerous others operating as sub-

agents, couriers, and support

personnel. Ring members had much in

common. They were New Yorkers –

mostly from Long Island – and knew

each other as friends, neighbors, or

family. Most had suffered cruelties at
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BENJAMIN TALLMADGE

ROBERT TOWNSENDSARAH "SALLY" TOWNSEND

the hands of the British. All feigned

loyalty to the Crown.
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Route used by Culper Ring members to send intelligence from New York
City to General Washington’s headquarters in downstate New York and
New Jersey. The same route was used by Washington to convey
intelligence requirements to Ring members with access to British officers
and military information on Long Island and in Manhattan.

JAMES RIVINGTON ANNA STRONG AUSTIN ROE
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Courier route to and from General Washington’s
Headquarters

Courier route across Long Island Sound

Courier route from New York City to Setauket
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Code Names, Ciphers, and Secret
Inks
To preclude the British from decoding intercepted messages from the Ring, a number

code dictionary was employed, substituting numbers for people, places, and things.

This shielded the sensitive components of each message, provided the writer did not

reveal important context in the unencoded portions.

The Culper Ring also had access to limited amounts of invisible ink developed by

James Jay, a chemist and brother of John Jay. The ink – a unique creation that

required a separate chemical reagent to reveal concealed text – was used in letters

between the two brothers, and quantities were provided to Washington and others for

use during the war.

https://www.intel.gov/evolution-of-espionage/revolutionary-war/birth-of-american-counterintelligence
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Letter from George Washington praising the attributes of invisible ink
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Page 2 of the code dictionary used by Major Tallmadge and George Washington for communicating with the
Culper Ring
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